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Going Hands-Free Doesn’t Have to Mean
Sacrificing Productivity or Convenience
Motorola is helping consumers adapt to new laws affecting cell phone use while
driving with the introduction of three new hands-free devices: Finiti™,
CommandOne™ and Roadster™. These hands-free devices are designed with
integrated ability to allow users to respond to texts with their voice.
Using the latest in Bluetooth technology, the devices not only offer solutions for
hands-free calling, but for text messaging as well. The MotoSpeak™ feature uses
text-to-speech and speech-to-text technology so you can hear your texts when they
arrive and dictate a response, improving smart solutions for hands-free
communication. With five new states introducing or enforcing bans on texting or
handset use while driving this season, including Delaware, Massachusetts,
Maryland, Oklahoma and Wisconsin, Motorola offers smart solutions for hands-free
communication.
On December 9 in Wilmington, Del., Motorola will demonstrate how easy it can be to
communicate hands-free without sacrificing productivity or convenience. Residents
in Wilmington will have the opportunity to attend a special event to experience
product demos and participate in a multi-tasking challenge to benefit a local
charity. Attendees will test their hands-free productivity by answering holiday trivia
via hands-free texting while wrapping presents for children in need this holiday
season. Participants will have a chance to win one of the new devices featuring
MotoSpeak™. Wilmington residents can follow Motorola on Twitter and Facebook to
learn more about the event location and time. Milwaukee residents also had the
opportunity to test out the new hands-free devices first-hand on December 3.
“Transitioning to hands-free devices is easier than most people may think,” said
Wayne White, corporate vice president, Companion Products, Motorola Mobile
Devices. “These special events are a unique opportunity for consumers to
experience the convenience of the devices first hand, while testing out their multitasking skills.”
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